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Activity

Title 
Deliver [ACTIVITY] at [SCHOOL NAME] in [LOCATION] 
Deliver a coding workshop at Primary School in Glasgow 
We are looking for a STEM Ambassador to deliver [ACTIVITY] to our pupils. The
session should be around [INSERT TIME] in length. This will take place in our
school [ADD ANY INFO NEEDED TO ATTEND THE SCHOOL] and take place
[INSERT IDEAL DATES & TIMES]. Our pupils have been learning about
[SUBJECT] in class and would like to hear from someone first-hand. Some
things we’d like a STEM Ambassador to demonstrate include [INSERT LIST] 

Add information about your pupils, age, interests, and knowledge so far 
Include any specific aims you want to achieve: e.g. ‘we would like our pupils to have
an understanding of civil engineering.’ Include anything else the STEM Ambassador
might need to know before volunteering.  
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Careers Talk

Title 
[SECTOR] Careers talk at [SCHOOL NAME] in [LOCATION] 
Engineering Careers talk at Secondary Academy in Glasgow 
We are looking for a STEM Ambassador who [SECTOR DETAILS] to talk to our
pupils about their career to date and what’s involved in their day-to-day job.
The presentation should be around [INSERT TIME] with time for questions
after. We’d like this talk to be [IN PERSON/ONLINE] and take place [INSERT
IDEAL DATES & TIMES]. 

Add information about your pupils, age, interests, and knowledge so far 
Include any specific aims you want to achieve: e.g. ‘we would like our pupils to have
an understanding of civil engineering.’ Include anything else the STEM Ambassador
might need to know before volunteering. 
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Subject Talk

Title 
[SUBJECT] talk at [SCHOOL NAME] in [LOCATION] 
Renewable Energy talk at Primary School in Glasgow 
We are looking for a STEM Ambassador who knows about [SUBJECT] to talk to
our pupils about this in more detail. The presentation should be around
[INSERT TIME] with time for questions after. We’d like this talk to be [IN
PERSON/ONLINE] and take place [INSERT IDEAL DATES & TIMES]. Our pupils
have been learning about [SUBJECT] in class and would like to hear from
someone first-hand. Some questions we’d like a STEM Ambassador to answer
include [INSERT QUESTIONS] 

Add information about your pupils, age, interests, and knowledge so far 
Include any specific aims you want to achieve: e.g. ‘we would like our pupils to have
an understanding of civil engineering.’ Include anything else the STEM Ambassador
might need to know before volunteering.


